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Abstract—A hybrid Petri net formalism that is specifi-
cally tailored towards so-called fluid critical infrastruc tures
is introduced, allowing for timed, generally distributed and
fluid transitions. Such models are analyzed withParametric
Reachability Analysis, by separating the deterministic and the
stochastic evolution of the system. Several performance metrics,
such as the distribution of fluid over time, can be derived by
deconditioning according to arbitrary continuous probability
distributions. This efficient concept allows for the analysis of
an arbitrary number of fluid places, as opposed to classical
stochastic hybrid Petri net approaches. Moreover, validation
of our results against the FSPN tool shows that parametric
reachability analysis provides more accurate results. A case
study motivates and shows the feasibility of our approach.

I. I NTRODUCTION

More and more our society and economy rely on the well-
operation of fluidcritical infrastructures [1], [2], such as
water treatment and distribution networks. Such systems are
characterized by deterministic fluid transportation, however,
with rates that change according to a stochastic process.

Hence, Fluid Stochastic Petri Nets (FSPNs)[3], [4], [5]
and Piece-wise Deterministic Markov Processes (PDMPs)
[6] appear to be suitable. However, the memory of continu-
ous variables in PDMPs is lost upon stochastic transitions.
Hence, they cannot model the physical behaviour of fluid
critical infrastructures. FSPNs have a clear mathematical
background that allows to write equations that completely
characterize the evolution of any FSPN model. However, in
general such equations can be solved only when there are
at most one or two continuous variables. Simulation is the
only available alternative when considering larger models,
and also in those cases simulation is not a trivial task [7], [8].
Hybrid Petri nets, as introduced by David and Alla [9], can
be mapped to hybrid automata [10] if no stochastic behavior
is considered. However, hybrid Petri nets with a stochastic
discrete part suffer from the same restrictions as FSPNs.

This clearly shows the need for a modeling and analysis
framework that is specifically tailored towards fluid critical
infrastructures. We exploit the fact that the system under
study is fairly deterministic. Only failure and repair events
are stochastic, hence, there are relatively few stochastic
transitions. This allows separating the deterministic andthe

stochastic evolution of the system, using a conditioning /
deconditioning argument. This speeds up the reachability
analysis and allows for a large number of continuous vari-
ables in the model, as opposed to previous approaches.

This paper introduces a hybrid Petri net formalism with
General transitions (HPNG). We allow an arbitrary number
of continuous places that can be connected via fluid transi-
tions. These transitions are controlled by discrete placesthat
can be connected via deterministic and generally distributed
transitions. Generally distributed transitions must respect the
constraint that they can fire only once during the evolution
of the model: for this reason we address them asone-
shot transitions. Moreover, test and inhibitor arcs allow to
condition on the amount of tokens in discrete places.

We introduce a new and efficient concept for the computa-
tion of all reachable locations of a model:Parametric reach-
ability analysis. This technique separates the deterministic
and the stochastic components of a HPNG by conditioning
the deterministic evolution on the samples drawn from the
probability distributions associated to general transitions.
After all reachable parametric locations have been computed,
several important performance metrics (such as the distribu-
tion of fluid over time) can be derived bydeconditioning,
i.e., by integrating over the values of the probability distribu-
tions that characterize the general transitions. In this work
we concentrate only on systems characterized by a single
general transition. However, the proposed formalism can be
extended to cases with more than one generally distributed
transition. As opposed to similar SHM solution algorithms,
our technique is not affected by the number of fluid places,
which can be arbitrary.

A HPNG with one fluid place and one exponentially
distributed general transition is in fact a FSPN that can be
solved using numerical techniques. We exploit this fact to
validate our approach by comparing the solutions obtained
using the parametric reachability analysis and an existing
FSPN tool. As we will see, the results provided by para-
metric reachability analysis are more accurate than those
obtained with FSPN techniques. The concept of parametric
reachability analysis as proposed in this paper resembles
theReachable state-classespresented in [11]. However, that



work does not take into account continuous variables: if
we put our formalism in their framework, we obtain non-
stochastic locations that depend on the value of the stochastic
variables and that are not necessarily of DBM (Difference
Bounds Matrix) type, destroying thus the fundamental hy-
pothesis of their approach. The proposed methodology can
be used to analyze the dependability of fluid critical infras-
tructures, that require discrete and continuous variables. As
a case study, we present a HPNG model of the last phases
of a water treatment facility, with different demand during
nights and days.

This paper is further organized as follows: Section II
introduces the modeling formalism of hybrid Petri nets with
General one-shot transitions. The parametric reachability
algorithm is presented and illustrated on a small example
in Section III. The different measures of interest that can be
computed are discussed in Section IV, including a validation
of the results. Section V shows the feasibility of the approach
with a case study on a water cleaning facility before we
conclude in Section VI.

II. HPNGS: MODEL DEFINITION

We introduce the model definition for a hybrid Petri
net formalism with a discrete part that closely resembles
GSPNs [12] and a continuous part that closely resembles
Hybrid Petri Nets [9]. We generalize the neg. exponen-
tially distributed stochastic transitions of GSPNs to arbitrary
distributed stochastic transitions and extend the conceptof
immediate transitions to deterministic transitions that fire
after a fixed delay. Due to the restricted amount of space
we cannot describe the model syntax and evolution in all
detail. For this we refer to [13].

A hybrid Petri net with general one-shot transitions is
defined as a tuple(P , T ,A,M0,Φ). HereP = PD ∪PF is
a finite set of places that holds both, discrete and continuous
places. A discrete placeP ∈ PD contains a natural number
of tokens mP ∈ N, whereas a fluid placeC ∈ PF
contains a non-negative level of fluidnC ∈ R

+
0 . The initial

markingM0 = (m0,n0) then describes the initial amount
of tokens in all discrete places and the initial amount of
fluid in all continuous places. The finite set of transitions
T = TI ∪TT ∪TG∪TF is composed of the set of immediate
transitions, the set of deterministically timed transitions, the
set of generally distributed transitions and the set of fluid
transitions. Note that in this paper we restrict the number of
general transitions to|TG| = 1. The set of arcsA is divided
into four sets, as follows. The set of discrete input and output
arcsAD, connects discrete places and discrete transitions
and the set of fluid input and output arcsAF connects fluid
places and fluid transitions. The set of inhibitor arcsAI
and the set of test arcsAT , both connect discrete places
to all kinds of transitions. Note that, currently, every fluid
transitions can only have one input and one output arc.
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Figure 1. Primitives for the hybrid Petri net formalism withgeneral one-
shot transitions
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p ). Here φPb : PF →

R
+ ∪ ∞ defines an upper bound per fluid place. In case

of φPb (p) =∞, the place can hold an unbounded amount of
fluid. Per transition, the weight is defined byφTw : T \TF →
R

+ and the priority byφTp : T \ TF → N . The weight and
priority that is associated to all but fluid transitions is used
to resolve firing conflicts of transitions that are supposed
to fire at the same time instant [12]. Only transitions with
the highest priority fire with a probability according to their
weight. All other transitions fire with probability zero. For a
timed transition, the deterministic firing time is constantand
defined byφTd : TD → R

+ , for a fluid transition the nominal
firing speed is a constant and defined byφTf : TF → R

+.
A continuous density function is assigned to the general
transition byφTg : TG → (p : R

+ → [0, 1]). Weight is
assigned to all but fluid arcs:φAw : A \ AF → N and
defines the amount of tokens that is taken from or added
to connected places upon firing of the transition.

Conflicts in the distribution of fluid occur when a fluid
place reaches one of its boundaries. To prevent overflow,
the fluid input has to be reduced to match the output, and to
prevent underflow the fluid output has to be reduced to match
the input, respectively. The firing rate of fluid transitions
is then adapted according to the shareφAs : AF → R

+

and priority φAp : AF → N that is assigned to the fluid
arcs that connect the transition to the place. This is done by
distributing the available fluid over all fluid arcs. Those with
highest priority are considered first and if their is enough
fluid available, all transitions with the highest priority can
still fire at their nominal speed. Otherwise, their fluid rates
are adapted according to the firing rate of the connected
transitions and the share of the arc, according to [9]. The
adaptation of fluid rates in these cases, results in a piecewise
constant fluid derivative per fluid place.



Graphical representation:The primitives of the hybrid
Petri net formalism with general one-shot transitions are
shown in Figure 1. A discrete place is graphically repre-
sented by a single circle and a fluid place is represented
by two concentric circles. A general transition is drawn
as an empty rectangle, a deterministic transition is drawn
as a grey rectangle, a fluid transitions shown as an empty
rectangle with double lines and an immediate transition is
a thick black bar. The discrete input and output arcs are
drawn as single arrows and fluid input and output arcs are
represented with double lines. Inhibitor arcs are drawn with
a small circle toward the transition and test arcs are drawn
with two triangular arrowheads .

III. PARAMETRIC REACHABILITY ANALYSIS

The set of all the reachable parametric locations can be
computed by separating the deterministic and the stochastic
evolution of the system. This can be accomplished by condi-
tioning the deterministic evolution on the value of a sample
of the probability distribution associated to the general tran-
sition. Starting from the initial parametric location the main
algorithm for the computation of the next location and the
firing of an event is discussed. Furthermore, the algorithms
for the derivation of the next minimum event before and
after the firing of the general transition is introduced. The
concept is explained and visualized on a small example.

Parametric location:To describe the deterministic evo-
lution of the system conditioned on the sample of the
general probability distribution, an overall clockτ ∈ R

+

that maintains the evolution of time is needed. Then, in
addition to the vectorsm andn, describing the number of
tokens in the discrete states and the amount of fluid in the
continuous states, a vectorn

′ represents the derivative with
which the fluid changes over time per place. Furthermore,
we add a vector of clocksx representing the remaining
time to fire for every deterministic transition and a clock
g ∈ R

+∪{−1} which represents the time where the general
transition was disabled, if it has not fired yet, or which equals
−1 if it has fired already. Furthermore, the interval[l, r] with
l, r ∈ R

+ ∪ ∞ and l ≤ r indicates the range of possible
values for the sample of the probability distribution. Finally,
we add the probabilityp to reach the parametric location at
time x.

The tuple L = (τ,m,n,n′,x, g, [l, r], p,next) then
completely describes a state that the Petri net enters at time
z and is called a parametric location. The initial parametric
location is initialized as follows: the evolution time is set to
zero and the derivative of the fluid places is set such that
the influx equals the outflow of fluid places that are at the
boundaries, based on the priority, share and flow rate of the
enabled fluid transitions, as in [9]. For every deterministic
transitiont ∈ TD the clockxt and the clock of the general
transitiong are set to zero,[l, r] is initialized to[0,∞] andp
is set to1. Starting from the initial markingM0, Algorithm 1

computes the state-space of the parametric locations until
time τmax is reached (line3) or all locations are absorbing,
i.e., there are no more locations to visit.

Computing the next location:In case immediate tran-
sitions are enabled (line 4) no other transition types need
to be considered and the immediate transitions with the
highest priority are fired according to Algorithm 2. A new
parametric location is reached with the firing of each imme-
diate transition and the algorithm is called recursively for
each new location. Algorithm 1, line9, represents the case
where no immediate transitions are enabled and the general
transition has not fired yet. In this case the next location
is either reached by the firing of the general transition or
by a deterministically scheduled event. Before the firing of
the general transition the next minimum event timeτmin is
unique; however several deterministic events with the same
priority can be scheduled at the same time. In line10, of
Algorithm 1 the functioncompNextMin(loc) is called,
which computes the relative timeτmin after which the next
deterministic event will fire and the set of events that happen
at timeτmin, according to Algorithm 3 .

With the firing of the general transition in Algorithm 1,
line 12 a new parametric location is reached and the general
transition is scheduled to fire beforeτmin elapses. Hence, the
sample of the probability distributions has to be smaller
than the absolute firing time of the next deterministic event
τ + τmin minus the time the general transition has been
disabled beforeg. The right bound of the interval is set
accordingly in line 13 while l remains unchanged. The
current time now equals the sample of the general transition
s plus the disabling timeg and theng is set to−1 to indicate
that the general transition has fired. Then the algorithm
is called recursively for the new location. From now on,
the current time, the fluid marking and the clocks of the
deterministic transitions may depend linearly on the valueof
s. Hence,τ,n andx must be seen as functions ofs. However
for readability reasons we keep the notation as above. From
line 18 on the deterministic event(s) are scheduled before
the firing of the general transition. With the firing of each
of these events a new parametric location is reached. If the
general transition is enabled the left interval is increased
to τ + τmin − g in line 21. Otherwise, the interval remains
unchanged but theτmin has to be added to the disabling
time, as in line23. In any case, the time is increased by
τmin and the algorithm is called for the new location. After
the general transition has fired (starting from line28), the
time at which events fire may depend linearly on the value
of s and can hence be seen as a line. In line29 function
createListLine(Loc) is called, which returns a list
of lines that correspond to the deterministic transitions with
the highest priority and all fluid places with a non-zero
derivative, according to Algorithm 4. For different parts
of the current interval[l, r] different events may befirst,
depending on the slope of the lines and their intersection



Algorithm 1 reachNext(Loc)
1: compute enabled transitions;
2: if Loc.τ > τmax then
3: return0;
4: else if immediates enabledthen
5: for all enabledI ∈ TI with highest prioritydo
6: NewLoc = fireEvent (Loc, I);
7: rechNext(NewLoc);
8: end for
9: else if loc.g 6= −1 then

10: [τmin, setEvents]= compNextMin(Loc);
11: if general enabledthen
12: NewLoc = fireEvent(Loc, general);
13: NewLoc.r= Loc.τ + τmin − Loc.g;
14: NewLoc.τ = s + Loc.g;
15: N.g= −1;
16: reachNext(NewLoc);
17: end if
18: for all event from setEvents do
19: NewLoc = fireEvent(Loc, event);
20: if general enabledthen
21: NewLoc.l = Loc.τ + τmin − Loc.g;
22: else
23: NewLoc.g+ = τmin;
24: end if
25: NewLoc.τ = Loc.τ + τmin;
26: reachNext(NewLoc);
27: end for
28: else
29: lLine = createListLine(Loc);
30: lSeg= MinList(lLine, Loc.l, Loc.r);
31: for all seg from lSeg do
32: for all event from seg.setEvents do
33: NewLoc = fireEvent(Loc, event);
34: NewLoc.l = seg.l;
35: NewLoc.r = seg.r;
36: NewLoc.τ = Loc.τ + seg.∆τ ;
37: reachNext(NewLoc);
38: end for
39: end for
40: end if

points. In line30, function MinList(lLine, Loc.l,
Loc.r) is called which computes a list of segments. Each
segment contains a set of minimum eventssetEvents that
fire afterτmin between two intersection points[seg.l, seg.r],
according to Algorithm 5. For every segment of the list then
with the firing of all events that belong to the minimum set
of events in line33 a new parametric location is reached.
The interval and the time are updated accordingly and the
algorithm is called recursively for the new location.

Firing of an event: A new parametric location is
reached with the firing of each immediate transition, as

presented in Algorithm 2. First the values of the starting
location are copied to the new location and the new location
is added to the graph (line1). If the event that is fired is
an immediate transition, only the discrete marking has to be
updated, as the fluid levels and the clocks do not change
in zero time. However, the probability has to be updated to
its weight divided by the weight of all enabled immediate
transitions with corresponding priority. If the event is a
general transition, the discrete and the fluid marking, the
derivatives and the clocks are updated, according to line
5. For a deterministic transition, the complete marking,
the derivatives of the fluid places and the clocks have
to be updated. The probability is set to the weight of
the deterministic transition divided by the weight of all
enabled deterministic transitions with corresponding priority.
In case the event is the reaching of a fluid bound, only the
continuous marking, the derivatives of the fluid places and
the clocks have to be updated.

Next minimum event before the general transition:In
case the general transition has not fired yet, Algorithm 3
is used to compute the set of next minimum deterministic
events. For all enabled transitions with the highest priority
the remaining time to fire is compared. In case a new
minimum time to fire was found,τmin is reset and the set
is changed to the set with only the corresponding transition
(line 6). If another transition with the same minimum time
to fire is found, it is added to the set (line8). After the
relevant timed transitions have been considered, all fluid
places with non-zero drift have to be checked. For all
fluid places with positive drift, the time until the reaching
of the upper bound has to be checked. This is given by
(φPb (C)− Loc.nC)/Loc.n

′
C
. Only if this time is smaller than

the minimum time to fire of a timed transition the fluid
place has to be explicitly considered (line13). If the time
to reaching the bound equals the currentτmin the fluid will
be automatically updated when the deterministic transition
fires and hence, it does not have to be taken into account.
For fluid places with negative drift, the time to reaching the
lower boundLoc.nC/|Loc.n′C| is checked, respectively, from
line 17 onwards.

Next minimum events after the general transition:As
pointed out, after the firing of the general transition the time,
the clocks and the fluid level are all linear functions ofs.
Algorithm 4 returns a list of the events that have to be
considered to find the next minimum event. For all enabled
timed transitions with the highest occurring priority the
remaining time of transitionT is given by the deterministic
time to fireφTd (T ) minus the time that has elapsed since the
transition became enabledXT (line 3). For a fluid places
C+ with a positive derivative, the remaining time until
the upper bound is reached is given by the upper bound
φPb (C+) minus the current fluid levelnC+ divided by the
derivativen′

C+ (line 7). In a similar way the remaining time
to fire for placeC− with a negative derivative, is computed



Algorithm 2 fireEvent(Loc, event)
1: N = addToGraph(Loc);
2: if event is immediatethen
3: update(N.m, N.p);
4: else if event is generalthen
5: update(N.m, N.n, N.n’, N.x);
6: else if event is deterministicthen
7: update(N.m, N.n, N.n’, N.x, N.p);
8: else if event is fluid reaching boundthen
9: update(N.n, N.n’, N.x);

10: end if
11: return N;

Algorithm 3 compNextMin(Loc)
1: τmin =∞;
2: set = ∅;
3: for all enabledT ∈ TD with highest prioritydo
4: if (φTd (T )− Loc.xT) < τmin then
5: τmin = φTd (T )− Loc.xT;
6: set = {eventT};
7: else if φTd (T )− Loc.xT = τmin then
8: set = set ∪ {eventT};
9: end if

10: end for
11: for all fluid placesC do
12: if Loc.n′

C
> 0.0 then

13: if (φPb (C)− Loc.nC)/Loc.n
′
C
< τmin then

14: τmin = (φPb (C)− Loc.nC)/Loc.n
′
C
;

15: set = {eventC};
16: end if
17: else if Loc.n′

C
< 0.0 then

18: if Loc.nC/|Loc.n′C| < τmin then
19: τmin = Loc.nC/|Loc.n′C|;
20: set = {eventC};
21: end if
22: end if
23: end for
24: return τmin, set ;

Algorithm 4 createListLine(Loc)
1: list = ∅;
2: for all enabledT ∈ TD with highest prioritydo
3: list ← (y :∆τ = φTd (T)− Loc.xT, e : T);
4: end for
5: for all fluid placesC do
6: if Loc.n′

C
> 0.0 then

7: list ← (y :∆τ =
φP

b
(C)−Loc.nC
Loc.n′

C

, e : C+);
8: else if Loc.n′

C
< 0.0 then

9: list ← (y :∆τ = Loc.nC
|Loc.n′

C
| , e : C−);

10: end if
11: end for
12: return list ;

considering that the lower bound is always0 (line 9). The list
of lines that is returned by Algorithm 4 is then used as input
for Algorithm 5 which computes the intersection points of
all the lines that partition the interval[l, r] into segments
and returns the minimum event(s) between segment. In
the following notationy(l) is used to denote the value of
function y at l. Starting at the left bound of the interval
[l, r], the lowest line(s) have to be found, as they represent
the minimum next event. Setting the minimum line to the
first line from the list at line2,the value of each other line
at the left intervall is compared with the current minimum
line at l. In case a line is found that returns a smaller value
at the left interval, it is denoted the new minimum (line5).
If a line with the same value atl but a smaller slope is found

Algorithm 5 MinList(lLine, l, r)

1: setEvents, list = ∅;
2: ymin = first(lLine).y;
3: for all (y,e) in lLine do
4: if y(l)< ymin(l) then
5: setEvents = e; ymin = y;
6: else if y(l) = ymin(l) ∧ y′(l) < y′

min
(l) then

7: setEvents = e; ymin = y;
8: else if y(l) = ymin(l) ∧ y′(l) = y′

min
(l) then

9: setEvents = setEvents∪ e;
10: end if
11: end for
12: sl = l;
13: repeat
14: newSet = ∅; ynew = first(lLine).y;
15: remove all(y,e) from lLine : y′(sl) > y′

min
(sl);

16: sr = r;
17: for all (y,e) in lLine do
18: sn = intersect(y, ymin);
19: if sn < sr ∨ (sn = sr ∧ y′(sn) < y′

new
(sn)) then

20: sr = sn; ynew = y;
21: newSet = e;
22: else if sn = sr ∧ y′(sn) = y′

new
(sn) then

23: newSet = newSet ∪ e;
24: end if
25: end for
26: newSeg.l = sl; newSeg.r = sr;
27: newSeg.∆τ = ymin;
28: newSeg.event = setEvents;
29: list ← newSeg;
30: sl = sr; ymin = ynew;
31: setEvents = newSet;
32: until sl ≥ sr
33: return list ;

(line 6), it is also denoted the new minimum. However, in
case a line with the same value atl and the same slope is
found, it has to be added to the set of minimum events, as



we have found two events with the same minimum function.

Then from line13 on, repeatedly the next intersection
point with the current set of minimum lines has to be found
and the new set of minimum lines, after the intersection
point has to be computed. After initializing the necessary
extra variables in line14, all lines with a larger slope are
removed from input set of lineslLine in line 15. From the
remaining lines, the one with the closest intersection point
and the smallest slope forms the new set of minimum events,
starting from line17. In case a line has the same minimum
intersection point and the same slope, it is added to the
new set of minimum events (line23). The new segment
is then formed by the current intersection pointsl and the
intersection point that has just been foundsr. The remaining
time to fire∆τ is given by the minimum lineymin and the
set of events contains all events that have the same minimum
time to fire. The new segment is added to the list of segments
(line 29) and the values of the variables are swapped such
the new intersection point becomes the current intersection
point. This is repeated until the newly found intersection
point is greater or equal to the right intervalr.

Reservoir example:In the following we illustrate the
parametric reachability analysis for the example hybrid Petri
net, given in Figure 2. It models a reservoir with determinis-
tically timed demand (T=5) and a generally distributed pump
breaking time. As long as a token is present in the discrete
placePp, the pumpFp is working and pumps fluid into
the reservoir (continuous placeCr) with rateR = 2. While
placePd has a token, the demandFd is on and takes fluid
from the reservoir at rateR = 1. The reservoir can hold
between0 and10 units of fluid.

The reachable parametric locations are shown in Figure 3.
Starting in location0 the minimum next deterministic event
is the firing ofTe at τmin = 5, as the filling of the fluid place
with n′

r = 1 will take 10 time units. Hence, location5 is
reached by firingTe and conditionings ∈ [5,∞]. Location
1 is reached ifGb fires first. In this case the samples of the
probability distribution is conditioned to bes ∈ [0, 5]. For
both new locations the discrete and fluid marking, the value
of the clocks and the time have to be updated. In location1
the timeτ = s , the fluid levelnr = s and the clockxe = s
depend linearly ons. The next minimum deterministic event
is either the firing of transitionTe at s + ∆τ = 5 or the
fluid place reaching its lower boundary ats −∆τ = 0. As
illustrated in Figure 4 fors ∈ [0, 2.5] the next minimum
event will be the reaching of the lower bound at placeCr,
while for s ∈ [2.5, 5] the next event is the firing of transition
Td. Hence, from location1 the two new parametric locations
2 and4 are reachable, depending on the value ofs. In this
example, the underlying state space consists of 9 parametric
locations, where location0 is the initial location and the
parametric locations3, 4, 6, 7, and8 are absorbing, as they
cannot be left anymore.

Fp Fd

Gb TePp Pd

Cr

T=5S

R=1R=2
B=10

Figure 2. Hybrid Petri et model of a reservoir with deterministically timed
demand and a generally distributed pump breaking time
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IV. M EASURES OFINTEREST

After the graph of reachable locations has been computed,
the probability distribution to be in a state where a predefined
conditionψ holds, can be computed by deconditioning the
time and the fluid level with the continuous probability
density functiong(s) that corresponds to the firing time
distribution of the general transition. First , the set of
successors of a parametric locationL for a fixed sample
s is defined as:

N(L, s) = {Li ∈ next(L) | Li.l < s < Li.r}, (1)

wherenext(L) is the set of all successors of locationL.
Then, the minimum firing time of thes-successors is given
by:

Γ(s,N(L, s)) =

{

∞ N(L, s) = ∅
Li.τ(s) ∃Li ∈ N(L, s).

(2)

The functionΓ(s,N(L, s)) returns infinity if the set ofs-
successors is empty and the firing timeτ(s) of an arbitrary
s-successor otherwise. Note that alls-successors ofL will
fire at the same time. A conditionψ can be a conjunction
of conditions on the discrete or the fluid marking:

ψ = ψ ∧ ψ |mP = a | nC ≤ b, (3)

wherea ∈ N, b ∈ R
+, P ∈ PD andC ∈ PF . The function

ξψL(τ | s) returns the probability to be in aψ-location at time
τ for a fixed samples of the general distribution, starting at
locationL:

ξψL(τ | s) =















0 s < L.l ∨ s > L.r
L.p · Iψ(L) Γ(s,N(L, s)) ≥ τ

L.p ·
∑

Li∈N(L,s)

ξψLi
(τ | s) Γ(s,N(L, s)) < τ

(4)
If sample s lies outside the admissible interval[l, r] of
locationL, we have thatξψL(τ | s) = 0. If the firing time
Γ(s,N(L, s)) is greater or equal thanτ , the correct location
has been found. ThenL.p · Iψ(L) is returned, whereIψ(L)
equals1 if ψ holds in locationL and0 otherwise. In case
Γ(s,N(L, s)) is smaller thanτ , the correct location has not
been found yet and we recurse, by summing the outcome of
ξψLi

(τ | s) for all s-successorsLi ∈ N(L, s) and multiplying
with the probability of the current locationL.p.

The probability distribution to be in aψ-location at time
τ is then computed by deconditioningξψL0

(τ | s) according
to the probability density functiong(s):

πψ(τ) =

∫

ξψL0
(τ | s)g(s)ds. (5)

Equation (5) can be used for example to compute the
probability distribution to have an empty reservoir or to
have the pump on or off. It is important to note that the
computation method as introduced above allows for the
analysis of HPNGs with an arbitrary number of fluid places.
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Figure 5. Comparison between the FSPN discretization approach and the
HPnG approach with parametric reachability

A. Validation

We have validated the proposed technique by comparing
the results with the ones obtained using another well-known
method. In particular, if we consider only one fluid place,
and only one exponential transition, the HPnG can be seen as
FSPN and can be analyzed using the techniques described in
[3]. For a FSPN model, it is possible to automatically derive
a set of PDEs (Partial Derivatives Equations). The solution
of the PDEs represents the joint probability distribution of
having a given fluid level in a given state.

We assign an exponential distribution with mean7.5 to
transitionGb in the model proposed in Figure 2. Due to
the presence of the deterministic transitionTe the model is
however not a proper FSPN. Since transitionTe is enabled
at time τ = 0, and fires only once at timeτ = 5, we
can consider two separate models: the first with placePd
marked, and the second with placePd empty. Hence, we
compute the transient distribution of the first model from
time τ = 0 until time τ = 5. and then use the final state
distribution of the first model as the initial state of the second
model. The latter is then analyzed forτ > 5. Both FSPN
models (forτ ≤ 5 and forτ > 5) are analyzed usingupwind-
semidiscrtization[3].

Figure 5 compares the probability of having less than
a given level in the fluid place obtained using the FSPN
and the HPnG approaches. As expected, the solution of the
FSPN model becomes sharper as the discretization interval
d decreases: this is a common property of first-order PDE
solution methods such as the upwind-semidiscrtization used
in this case. The HPnG solution does not require derivatives
approximations and is hence able to produce very sharp re-
sults, without depending on a discretization step. Moreover,
it is clear from Figure 5 that the FSPN solution tends to
the HPnG asd← 0, which clearly shows that the technique
proposed in this paper produces correct results.
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Figure 6. HPnG model of a water cleaning facility

V. CASE STUDY

We show the power of the proposed technique by an-
alyzing a simple model of a water treatment facility. The
probability distribution of the fluid level in each tank as
a function of time is first computed. We then study the
probability of having an empty tank as a function of the
instant at which the failure occurs. We finally analyze the
influence that different repair time distributions (all with the
same mean) have on the probability of having an empty tank
in the final storage.

Description of the case:Figure 6 presents a hybrid
Petri net model of the last two cleaning phases of a water
treatment facility, the final water storage and the changing
customer demand for nights and days. Fluid placeCs
represents the final water storage from which the water is
distributed to the consumer. The changing demand between
day and night is modeled by the two fluid transitionsFd,
firing with rate2 andFn, firing with rate1. A token in place
Pd enablesFd via the test arc and a token inPn enables
Fn, respectively. In our model the high demand during the
day lasts from6:00 until 21:00 and the lower demand at
night lasts from21:00 until 6:00, every day. Fluid placeCf
represents the filtration phase in the water cleaning facility.
This process is very fast and has a rather small storage. Fluid
placeCi represents the softening phase, which is rather slow,
but has a larger storage.

The timed transitionTb models a failure in the softening
phase at specified timeα. When Tb fires, it removes a
token from placesPb andPi which disables the softening
transition Fi and places a token inPr. This enables the
general transitionGr, which models the repair of the failure
by moving the token fromPr to Pi. Recall that the general
transition can follow an arbitrary continuous probability
distribution. Hence, the model has two free parameters,
namely the failure timeα and the repair distributiong(s),
that are used to analyze the availability of water to the
customer in different scenarios. PlacePb has been introduced
to limit our model to the occurrence of a single fault.

Fluid distribution: First the probability distribution of
fluid over time is analyzed for a fixed failure time and
repair distribution. The analysis is started at6:00 in the
morning with full storage, filtration and softening tanks.
The failure happens ath = 18:00 hours and repair follows
an exponential distribution with mean2 hours. Figure 7, 8
and 9 show the probability distribution of fluid over time
in the placesCi, Cf , andCs, respectively. While the x-axis
measures time in hours, the z-axis indicates the probability to
have less or equal fluid than the bound that is given by the y-
axis in100m3. Whenever a positive probability to have≤ 0
fluid occurs the respective place is empty. In case the final
storage is empty, the water demand cannot be served. During
the normal operation of the system, the fluid placesCi and
Cf are always completely filled, whereasCs fluctuates due
to the different demand during nights and days.

As shown in Figure 7, at time18:00 hours a failure occurs
in the softening phase, breaking the inflow into the softening
tank. As fluid is still transferred from the softening tank to
the filtration tank,Ci is emptied, while the failure continues.
This results in a probability0.23 for the storage tank to be
empty at time21:00 hours. Even though, the repair time is
exponentially distributed with mean2 hours, only att = 63
hours, which is3 days and1 hour after the failure occurred
the failure is repaired with probability1 (up to the numerical
precision of the computation). As soon as the failure is
repaired,Ci can be refilled. Att = 86 hours, which is3 days
and6 hours after the failure occurred, the tank is completely
refilled with probability1.

Figure 8 shows the effect that the failure in the softening
phase has on the fluid distribution in the filtration tank.
As can be seen,Cf is only affected slightly later and its
probability to be empty is much smaller. Recall, thatCi
becomes empty at21:00 hours with a positive probability.
The filtration tank is rather small and is hence emptied
quickly when the water inflow from the softening phase is
interrupted. Att = 22.5 hours,Cf is empty with probability
0.11 and att = 71.5 hours the tank is fully refilled with
probability1, again.



The final storage tank is at its lowest filling due to
the deterministic day and night fluctuation every evening
at 21:00 hours, which is350m3. In case the failure is
not repaired beforet = 22.5 hours, the storage does not
receive water from the filtration phase any more, and at
t = 26.5 hours the storage itself becomes empty with
probability 0.014. It is interesting to see, that the effect
of the failure is propagated to the next evening (t = 45),
where the probability of the storage to be empty is even
higher, namely0.025. This is because in normal operation,
the storage is refilled during the night to be able to handle
the extra demand during the next day. However, the failure
at 21:00 slows down the filling ofCs, resulting in a positive
probability of an empty storage the next evening.

Computation times:The algorithms, as discussed in
Section III and IV have been implemented in approximately
2000 lines of C-code. The analysis of the model discussed
above produces473 parametric locations for a failure at
18:00 hours. The computation of the parametric locations
is done in less than one second, and the deconditioning
with an exponential distribution takes68 seconds on a
2Ghz Intel Core 2 Duo processor on a Mac OS X10.4.11
computer equipped with1GB of Ram. The integral defined
in Equation (5) was computed using the trapezoidal rule
and a discretization step∆x = 0.005. The exponential
distribution was truncated atx = 45.

To show the scalability of the approach, we have extended
the reservoir example as in Figure 2 by adding (i) more
fluid places and fluid transitions between the fluid transitions
Fp andFd, (ii) more fluid and deterministic transitions and
discrete places, by duplicating the pump and demand part
of the model. Table 1 shows the amount of parametric
locations (NPL) and the time for deconditioning (TD) for
different numbers of discrete places (NDP), fluid places
(NFP), deterministic transitions (NDT) and fluid transitions
(NFT). While the computation of the parametric locations
is always done in less than one second, the number of
parametric locations increases more in NDT than in NFP.
This is because fluid places only add more parametric
locations in case a boundary is reached while every de-
terministic transition adds locations upon each firing. The
time for deconditioning increases in NFP, as we compute
the probability distribution of fluid for every fluid place.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

The hybrid Petri net formalism with general one-shot
transitions (HPNGs) can be used to model systems with an
arbitrary number of continuous variables and few stochastic
transitions. This makes it useful especially in the context
of critical infrastructures, such as a water cleaning facility,
where many fluid places are needed to model the different
storage tanks. While one-shot transitions are a clear restric-
tion in our modeling formalism, they can be very useful
for the dependability analysis of models, where parts fail
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Figure 7. Probability distribution of fluid over time in place Ci (softening
tank)
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Figure 8. Probability distribution of fluid over time in place Cf (filtration
tank)
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Figure 9. Probability distribution of fluid over time in place Cs (storage
tank)



NDP NFP NDT NFT NPL TD (sec)
2 1 1 2 9 3
4 3 1 4 13 8
6 5 1 6 17 13
9 8 1 9 23 20
13 12 1 13 31 29
2 1 1 2 9 3
4 1 3 4 20 4
6 1 5 6 81 6
10 1 9 10 135 11
16 1 15 16 258 18

Table I
T IME FOR DECONDITIONING(TD) AND NUMBER OF PARAMETRIC

LOCATIONS (NPL) FOR DIFFERENT MODELS

and can be repaired up to some maximum number of times.
The analysis of HPNGs is done with the efficient concept
of Parametric Reachability Analysis, by separating the de-
terministic and the stochastic evolution of the system. The
complexity of this approach is exponential in the number
of general transitions, as each firing of a general transition
introduces a new random variable for the firing time and
hence doubles the number of parametric locations that are
reachable without the general transition enabled.

At the moment we can analyze Petri nets with one
general transitions that can only fire once. However, we will
investigate how the concept can be extended to more general
one-shot transitions. This will require a refinement of the
algorithm that determines the next event as the segmenta-
tion then operates on polyhedra in an n-dimensional space
instead of on lines in a two-dimensional space. Clearly this
algorithm will have exponential complexity.

Moreover, the approach can be extended to allow for test
and inhibitor arcs on fluid places. However, our approach is
limited w.r.t. FSPNs and extended hybrid Petri nets as those
approaches allow for fluid-dependent flow and transition
rates. While the restriction to constant timings and flow rates
ensures a linear evolution of the firing of the next possible
events over time, incorporating fluid-dependent rates results
in non-linear firing times of the next possible events, which
the segmentation algorithm cannot handle.

Several performance metrics, such as the distribution of
fluid over time, can be derived by deconditioning according
to arbitrary continuous probability distributions. The case
study clearly shows the feasibility and the scalability of
the approach. Future work will improve the deconditioning
through a smarter region-based integration approach and will
further investigate the complexity and the scalability of the
approach.
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